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English Language 2 exams: each 1hour 45 minutes.
Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing Paper 2: Writers’ viewpoints and perspectives

Assesses one literature fiction text from either 
C20th or C21st

Assesses two non-fiction texts linked by theme but 
from different centuries – C19th and either C20th or 
C21st

Section A Reading: Q1 find facts Section A Reading: Q1 Identify statements which are 
true

Q2 Analyse effect of language Q2 Summarise differences/ similarities from both 
texts

Q3 Exploration of the extract as a whole Q3 Looking at only one of the texts, analyse effects 
of language 

Q4 Explores impressions of characters created and 
how the author achieves this

Q4 Comparing both texts, explore how attitude is 
conveyed

Section B Writing: Choice of two questions.
a)Write a description suggested by an image
b)Write part of a story or describe emotions

Section B Writing: Writing for purpose
Letter
Article
Speech



Can they explain terminology? This is all needed for 
both Language and Literature

• Do they know the difference between a common noun, a proper 
noun, an abstract noun and a pronoun?

• Can they tell you what an adjective does for a noun?
• Can they explain how verbs and adverbs work? What about modal 

verbs?
• Can they identify a simile and explain the effect?
• What about a metaphor, personification, onomatopoeia, sibilance, 

juxtaposition and oxymoron?
• What about zoom in, focus shift, narrative perspective, wide view?
• There are lovely exercises on BBC Bitesize to help with these



How to revise English Language
• Make sure you understand the skill of each of the questions on the two papers 

(8 questions in the combined Section As): get someone to test you
• Make sure you are practising annotating extracts so that you are actively 

reading and identifying information as you go
• Use past papers to see which questions are weak or strong and practise these 

(watch Mr Bruff’s videos to help you).
• Read articles – what is the viewpoint, how is this attitude created through the 

language, sentence length and punctuation?
• Make sure you know lots of different techniques and you are able to talk about 

the effect created.
• Revise the very specific terminology for Q3, LP1 (different to every other 

question)
• Attend revision and the targeted intervention sessions (tutors have lists of 

students’ names and parents have been informed)



English Literature 2 exams: 1 hour 45 minutes and 
2 hours 15 minutes

Paper 1: Shakespeare and the C19th Novel Paper 2: Modern texts and poetry

Section A Shakespeare, one question on play 
studied
Explores character in an extract and the wider 
play

Section A Modern texts, one essay question 
from a choice of two. This must show 
knowledge of the whole novel

Section B C19th Novel, one question on the 
text studied
Explores an extract and the wider novel

Section B Poetry, one comparative question 
on one named poem printed on the exam 
paper and one other from their chosen 
anthology cluster
Section C Poetry, one question on an unseen 
poem and one question comparing that poem 
to another unseen poem.





How to use the metacognition sheets
• Print the sheets, cut them up into individual images and quotes (remember 

to write the character’s name on the back). 
• First, learn the quote with the image.
• Next, fold the quote behind and recite the quote (keeping the images in the 

same order).
• Then, muddle the images up and recite the quotes linking to context if 

possible.
• Once confident with characters’ quotes, create theme maps (see slide 9: 

savagery).
• Again, start with quotes and images (but you should be much faster at being 

able to recite quotes from just the images).





“bloodthirsty 
snarling”

“A blackness 
within, a blackness 
that spread”

“Jack planned his 
new face” – 
“white”, “red” and 
“black” 

“stuck his fist into 
Piggy’s stomach” 

“Unless we get 
frightened of 
people”

“’Shut up, 
fatty!”

“Wielding a 
nameless 
authority”

“Roger 
sharpened a stick 
at both ends.”

“the desire to 
squeeze and 
hurt was over 
mastering”

“Ralph wept for 
the end of 
innocence”

Theme map: savagery





Character pages – collated quotes



Theme pages –allows you to think ‘bigger’ so that 
different characters’ quotes go together



Context: Talking about why the author wrote the text is key. 
If students do not include this, they will limit their potential 
grade.



Revision Resources

We sell a range 
of books – all 
really good.
Character and 
theme pages, 
exam style 
questions and 
responses.



New this year: Flip Cards
We have them for all of the 
topics 
Again, cover characters, 
themes, key terminology



How you can help with Literature and Language 
revision

• Make sure your child is completing homework and taking it into school.
• Around your child’s room, encourage them to have key quotes for each of the key 

characters for the three texts and 15 poems.
• If you have time, ask them to recite quotes. Can they separate them into themes? Can 

they link them to context? Can they explain how different character’s quotes can be 
linked together?

• Make sure they understand the requirements for each question in the Language exams.
• They should know where their gaps are in Language: this would be any question where 

they received less that half marks. Work on these skills at home. If they log into 
‘youtube’ and look at ‘Mr Bruff’ his videos talk students through the questions.

• Encourage attendance at intervention and revision sessions.
• On revision timetables, don’t just write ‘English’ but build in time for each of the topics 

covered (including English Language), spending less time on areas they feel most 
confident. 

• If you are concerned, please contact your child’s teacher who will be able to help.
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